Abstract. Precise conditions for a subset A of a Banach space X are known in order that pointwise bounded on A sequences of bounded linear functionals on X are uniformly bounded. In this paper, we study such conditions under the extra assumption that the functionals belong to a given linear subspace Γ of X * . When Γ = X * , these conditions are known to be the same ones assuring a bounded linear operator into X, having A in its image, to be onto. We prove that, for A, deciding uniform boundedness of sequences in Γ is the same property as deciding surjectivity for certain classes of operators.
Introduction
Let X be a real or complex Banach space, let Γ be a linear subspace of the dual space X * , and let A be a subset of X. We shall say that the set A is Γ-boundedness deciding if every pointwise bounded on A family F ⊂ Γ is pointwise bounded on the whole of X (and thus norm bounded). Note that, in this definition, we may assume the families F to be sequences.
Two natural situations are when Γ = X * or when the space X is a dual, say X = Z * for some Banach space Z and Γ = Z, in which cases boundednessdecidingness is well understood. The key concepts in these cases, respectively, are the notions of thickness and weak * -thickness (which resemble the second Baire category) introduced by Kadets and Fonf [KF] . Recall that a set B ⊂ X (respectively, B ⊂ X = Z * ) is said to be norming (respectively, weak * -norming) if or, equivalently, if the closed (respectively, weak * -closed) absolutely convex hull of B contains a ball; otherwise B is said to be non-norming (respectively, weak * -non-norming). The set A is said to be thick (respectively, weak * -thick ) if it can not be represented as a non-decreasing union of non-norming (respectively, weak * -non-norming) sets; otherwise A is said to be thin (respectively, weak * -thin). We refer to the survey article [N2] for detailed sources of the following two omnibus-theorems. 
The objective of this paper is to create a concept -Γ-thickness -which contains both thickness and weak * -thickness, and to show how the equivalences (a)-(d) of both Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 can be formulated in a unified setting.
In Section 2, we generalize the equivalences of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 involving thickness and boundedness to Theorem 2.6 giving the equivalence of Γ-thickness and Γ-boundedness decidingness. It follows that if Γ 1 and Γ 2 are linear subspaces of X * , then Γ 1 -thickness and Γ 2 -thickness are the same if and only if the norm closures of Γ 1 and Γ 2 coincide. It also follows that Γ-thickness it just weak * -thickness in another setting (Corollary 2.9) and thus the equivalence of Γ-thickness and certain integrability decidingness readily follows from Theorem 1.2.
In Section 3, our focus will be on formulating theorems that contain as particular cases the equivalences between thickness and surjectivity in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Our notation is mostly standard. The closed unit ball and the unit sphere of a Banach space X, and the natural embedding into the bidual X * * are denoted, respectively, by B X and S X , and j X . For a set A ⊂ X, we denote by span(A) the linear span of A, and by absconv(A) its absolutely convex hull. If Y is a Banach space (over the same scalar field as X), then L(Y, X) will stand for the Banach space of continuous linear operators from Y to X. If some subsets A n ⊂ X, n ∈ N, are such that A 1 ⊂ A 2 ⊂ A 3 ⊂ . . ., then, for their union, we sometimes write
Thick and thin sets, boundedness, and integrability
Throughout the section, X will be a Banach space and Γ a linear subspace of X * . We shall write τ for the weak topology σ(X, Γ) on X. In this situation, one has (X, τ ) * = Γ (see, e.g, [M, page 207, Theorem 2.4.11] ). Let us first define the main concepts we shall need. We shall say that a subset
The set B will be said to be Γ-non-norming if it is not Γ-norming. We shall say that a set A ⊂ X is Γ-thick if it can not be represented as a non-decreasing countable union of Γ-non-norming sets, i.e., whenever A = ∞ n=1 A n ↑, then, for some m ∈ N, the set A m is Γ-norming. The set A will be said to be Γ-thin if it is not Γ-thick.
Remark 2.1. Note that a subset of X is Γ-norming if and only if its absolutely convex hull is Γ-norming.
Remark 2.2. Note that a bounded subset of X is Γ-norming if and only if it is
Γ-norming (norm-closure in X * ). Remark 2.3. Suppose that A is Γ-thin. Then it can be represented as A = ∞ n=1 A n ↑, where the A n , n ∈ N, are Γ-non-norming sets. One also has A = ∞ n=1 A n ∩ nB X ↑. Thus, a Γ-
thin set can be represented as a countable nondecreasing union of norm-bounded Γ-non-norming sets.
The following lemma is a simple application of the Hahn-Banach separation theorem in the locally convex space (X, τ ). It will be used extensively throughout the paper.
Lemma 2.4. A subset B of X is Γ-norming if and only if there exists some
Conversely, if, for every n ∈ N, one has absconv
By the Hahn-Banach separation theorem (see, e.g, [M, page 180, Theorem 2.2.28] for its possibly non-Hausdorff version), for each n ∈ N, there is an
and thus
A better result than Remark 2.1 follows. Proof. (a)⇒(b). Suppose that A is Γ-thick and let a family F ⊂ Γ be pointwise bounded on A, i.e., sup
(b)⇒(a). Suppose that A is Γ-thin. Then we can write A = ∞ n=1 A n ↑ where, for each n ∈ N, the set A n is Γ-non-norming and thus we can find x * n ∈ S X * ∩ Γ with sup x∈An |x * n (x)| < 1/n. The unbounded sequence (nx * n ) is pointwise bounded on A.
Proof. Suppose that a family F ⊂ Γ is pointwise bounded on ker x * . Since (span{x
⊥⊥ is canonically isometrically isomorphic to (ker x * ) * * and, by the Banach-Steinhaus uniform boundedness principle, every Banach space Z is a Z * -boundedness deciding subset of its bidual, F is pointwise bounded also on (span{x 3. More on the relationship between Γ-norming and Γ-thick sets, and a characterization of thick sets by surjectivity of operators Throughout this section, X will be a Banach space, Γ ⊂ X * will be a linear subspace, τ will be the weak topology σ(X, Γ) on X, and A ⊂ X.
) is a measure space and g : Ω → Γ is an essentially separable valued function such that
By definition, Γ-thick sets form a subclass among the Γ-norming sets. Theorems 2.6 and 2.10 characterize the subclass of Γ-thick sets by the properties of determining boundedness and integrability. In this section, Γ-thick sets will be characterized as sets determining surjectivity of certain classes of operators, loosely spoken. To this end, let us first make some general observations about Γ-thick and Γ-thin sets.
As we already remarked, the set A is Γ-norming if and only if its absolutely convex hull is. The same is true for Γ-thick sets.
Proposition 3.1. The following assertions are equivalent.
Proof. The implications (a)⇒(b) and (b)⇒(c) are obvious. The implication (c)⇒(a) follows from Theorem 2.6 because a family F ⊂ Γ is pointwise bounded on A if and only if it is pointwise bounded on span(A).
By adapting a construction from [KF] and [N1] , we next prove a rather general result about how Γ-normingness and Γ-thickness are related. Proof. The implication (a)⇒(b) follows from Proposition 3.1, (a)⇔(c), since every Γ-thick set is Γ-norming. For (b)⇒(a), suppose that A is Γ-thin. Then it has a representation A = ∞ n=1 A n ↑ where (A n ) ∞ n=1 is a non-decreasing sequence of Γ-non-norming sets with A n ⊂ nB X , n ∈ N (see Remark 2.3). Put
C n , one clearly has A ⊂ span(B), and it remains to show that B is Γ-non-norming. To this end, let ε > 0 be arbitrary. We are going to find an x * ∈ S X * ∩ Γ such that sup x∈B |x * (x)| ≤ ε. To this end, choose m ∈ N such that 1 m < ε. Since the set A m is Γ-non-norming, there is an x * ∈ S X * ∩ Γ such that sup x∈A m |x * (x)| < ε. Now fix an arbitrary u ∈ B and choose k ∈ N such that u ∈ C k . There are two possibilities: either k ≤ m or k > m. In the first case
In the second case, when k > m, one has, since
It follows that sup x∈B |x * (x)| ≤ ε, and, since ε was arbitrary, B is Γ-non-norming. For the "more precisely" part, just notice that, for the set B above, the bounded set absconv(B) is Γ-non-norming. By Corollary 2.5, also absconv τ (B) is Γ-nonnorming, and, if S X * ∩ Γ is weak * -norming, it is still bounded. Indeed, assume that S X * ∩ Γ is weak * -norming, and suppose for contradiction that the τ -closure C τ of a (norm) bounded set C ⊂ X is not bounded. By Lemma 2.4, absconv
, and thus, picking x ∈ C with |z
Since N was arbitrary, this contradicts the boundedness of C.
We next translate Theorem 3.2 into a general theorem about surjectivity of bounded operators. For this, when Y is a Banach space over the same scalar field as X, let L τ (Y, X) denote the set of operators T in L(Y, X) with the property that
Theorem 3.3. The following assertions are related as (a)⇒(c)⇒(c). 
The implication (c)⇒(a) of Theorem 1.2 (as one could just observe) is not a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3. The following general result on Γ-thickness containing the equivalences (a)⇔(c) of both Theorems 1.2 and 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.9 and this equivalence of Theorem 1.2 itself. As before, we assume that Γ is a linear subspace of X * and A ⊂ X. 
